Meet Franklin!

Franklin Armstrong is part of the Peanuts Gang. He’s friends with Charlie Brown, Snoopy, and all the other Peanuts characters. Here’s your chance to learn more about Franklin!

**Part 1:** Look at the pictures in this counting chart. They show some of Franklin’s favorite things. Can you figure out what things Franklin likes to do?

Now count the pictures in each row. Write the number in the blank space at the end of each row.

Add the numbers. What is the total? ____________

That’s how many years Franklin has been part of the Peanuts Gang!

This year he is celebrating his ____________ th anniversary!

**Part 2:** Now find and circle the names of Franklin and his Peanuts friends in the puzzle. Use the word bank to help you.

**Word Bank**

CHARLIE BROWN
FRANKLIN
MARCIE
SNOOPY
LINUS
PEPPERMINT PATTY
LUCY

PEPPERMINT PATTY
LOAYMARCIERAR
IHWKTRGKDTA
NCARLIEBHTN
UZQOTMABRTYK
SNOOPYNAOYML
QNRCLUCYAWDCI
NMBDUFZKNIUN